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Media Information
Creative and Affordable Ways to Reach
Authentic Italian Restaurant Operators

Trendsetting Italian Restaurants & Restaurateurs

Target the Italian
Restaurant Market

In Print in Sapore
Online at SaporeMagazine.com
Web Exclusives
Partner E-blasts
Sapore Eletter
Specialty Eletters

Click
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The Italian Restaurant Market
No other ethnic foodservice segment has thrived like Italian. It’s a flavor
and an experience we love.
Italian restaurant operators have moved well-beyond pizza with concepts that deliver Italian cuisine with authenticity and style. And while
even the most sophisticated restaurants often provide their take on
pizza, you can expect more sales through the diverse demands of the
menu and operation.
Food News Media is offering full-service Italian dining, including pizza, in one carefully crafted audience (see a sample). The broad
Italian restaurant marketplace boasts:
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••$76.4 billion in sales—and growing
••77,000+ operators
••Broad diversity among consumer age groups
••Multiple operational strategies
*IBIS World International

Sapore reaches the broad spectrum of Italian restaurants, loosely grouped in this way:
Casual & Fine Dining Italian

Carbone
and Del Posto

Monteverde
and Nico Osteria

Officine Brera

North Italia

New York City
Los Angeles

Carmine’s

New York City
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Chicago
Austin

Cotogna

San Francisco

Upscale, Chain Italian

Carrabba’s Italian Grill

Family-friendly Chain
Italian

225+ locations

Mellow Mushroom

~50 locations

Fazoli’s

58 locations

Uno’s

Maggiano’s Little Italy
BRIO Tuscan Grille

150 locations

200+ locations
90+ locations

Large Pizza Chain

Marco’s Pizza

~1,000 locations

Pizza Inn

150+ locations

Donatos Pizza
~200 locations

Engage the Italian Marketplace
in Print
Sapore reaches a broad audience of restaurant operators with a focused
Italian message. Because no other print magazine is serving this audience
in this way, expect an engaged readership.
Advertising options include display and fractional space, as well as native
content.
••Circulation: 31,000-plus Italian restaurant decision-makers.
••40,000 supplemental QSR/FSR digital readers.
••Native stories posted and promoted online.
••National Restaurant Association show distribution.

Now
Twice
A Year

Sapore 2020 Editorial Calendar
Issue

Spring
2020

Highlighted Content

The National Restaurant Show

The colorful history of Italian American cuisine comes to life
in Chicago at the National Restaurant Show, and we cover it
all. Special guide and show distribution.

F&B Focus

Trends
In Action

Space
Deadline

Materials
Deadline

Going
Green (with
Veggies)

Getting
Sauced

11

15

Fancy Foods

Equipment
& Pizza
Ovens

1

5

April
2020

April
2020

SPECIAL REPORT: Ten Italian Trendsetters

Fall
2020

Forty Flavorite Recipes

The editors of Sapore choose forty flavor-rich recipes—and
the chefs who make them—that highlight the very best in
Italian cuisine.
SPECIAL REPORT: The Next Pizzeria
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Display Rates & Specs
4 Color

1X rate*

2X rate*

8 1⁄2" x 10 7⁄8"

$5,100

$4,488

Two-thirds page vertical

4 7⁄8" x 10"

$3,500

$3,080

One-half page horizontal

7 1⁄2" x 4 7⁄8"

$2,600

$2,288

One-third page vertical

2 3⁄8" x 10"

$1,700

$1,496

One-third page square

4 7⁄8" x 4 7⁄8"

$1,700

$1,496

One-sixth page horizontal

4 7⁄8" x 2 5 ⁄16"

$900

$792

One-twelfth page

2 3⁄8" x 2 5 ⁄16"

$475

$418

Full page

Size

Covers: Add 15% premium of earned rate.

*NET

Upload Your Ad

See Specifications for ad Materials
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Native Content
Sponsor Directed Editorial, Print

Two-Page Featurette/Ad, Print

Created by a Food News Media custom content
editor, this high-value page makes a compelling
case for your brand, product, or service.

VENDOR
DIRECTED
COLUMN
AND
VENDOR
GUEST Q&A

••Runs a full page
••Interviewee bio blurb
••Placement is at the discretion of the publisher
••Posted on SaporeMagazine.com web site
••Promoted in Sapore e-letter
RATE: $6,100 net
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The Two-Page Featurette/Ad includes an ad page opposite
an editorial page written about a topic mutually agreed
upon by the client and publisher. Written by the Food News
Media custom content team. Editorial page may include a
combination of textual content, photography, or artwork.
The ad page is supplied by the client.
Topics may be far-ranging, and featurettes may appear
throughout the magazine.
RATE: $7,500 net

Digital Native Options to
Reach the Italian Marketplace
Web Exclusive
We work with you to marry your marketing ambitions with
our award-winning journalistic capabilities and in-depth
knowledge of what resonates with our readers to create content
that will captivate and spur them to action.
Our formula is proven: We write about real restaurant operators like you engaging with a topic that is germane to your
business.
Stories generate significant page views and time on the page.
Leads are generated.
Product Features
••Reader Engagement Leads
••Appears alongside like editorial content on website
••Featured in Sapore e-letter and other outbound email
••Tastefully labeled as “Sponsored”
Consorzio
••Banner takeover on story page. 4 banner
del
positions: 3 – 300 x 250px; 1 – 300 x 600px
Prosciutto
di Parma
••Up to 500 words
RATE: $4,500 net
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1,680 views

2:17 time on
page
54 leads
generated

Banner Rates & Specs
Connect with operators online, whether they visit via desktop,
smartphone, or tablet. SaporeMagazine.com has a variety of
banner choices to ensure the greatest impact of your brand.
Banner

Device

Size (pixels)

File Size

CPM* NET

Prestitial

Desktop
Tablet
Mobile

525 x 550
525 x 550
300 x 500

85k

$115

Sticky
Footer

Desktop
Tablet
Mobile

728 x 90
468 x 60
320 x 50

40k

$80

Rectangle

Desktop
Tablet
Mobile

300 x 250

40k

$35

Skyscraper

Desktop
Tablet
Mobile

300 x600

70k

$50

(one ad size
fits all)

(one ad size
fits all)

*CPM: COST PER THOUSAND

About Sticky Footers
The Sticky Footer rides at the bottom of the screen but stays
in place as the user scrolls up and down, so that the ad message is viewable through the entire experience. Sticky Footers are visible for 30 seconds—a lifetime for time on a page.
This dynamic banner is remarkable in its ability to attract and
hold attention.
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Partner Email
We have developed a list of foodservice professionals who have indicated an interest in hearing from third parties with
offers of products or services that offer strategic benefits. Simply provide us with HTML code for your message.
EQUIPMENT

33.5% Open Rate

F&B

12.0% Open Rate

Rate: $200 Net CPM. Minimum Buy: $1,200
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Technology

24.0% Open Rate

Services

23.6% Open Rate

See Specifications for ad Materials

Sapore Eletter
Sapore eletter is mailed weekly to 15,000 Italian restaurant
operators. It promotes the many stories posted about the
Italian restaurant marketplace as well as the custom and native
content created with our marketing partners.
Deliver your marketing campaign to the in-boxes of decisionmakers. We know how to drive purchasing decisions.
1-9
INSERTIONS

10+
INSERTIONS

Size (pixels)

MAX
FILE SIZE

Leaderboard

$500

$475

728x90

40k

Rectangle

$450

$425

300 x 250

40k

Sponsored
Headline

$570

$520

Position

About Sponsored Headlines
Drive traffic to your content—a web page, blog post, video, case
study, or more—on your site. A sponsored headline gets clicks
and generates leads. Your headline and subhead appear in the
flow of our eletter stories and fit right in with our award-winning content.
Specs:
••Up to 10 word headline
••Other terms and conditions apply.
••Headline co-authored by client/publisher. Publisher retains
final sign-off.
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Special
features
of
Sapore
Eletter

• The latest industry headline news
• Highly refined, engaged recipients
• Lead generation
• Web exclusives

Specialty Eletters
We offer a number of ways for you to engage with our digital
audience via our specialty eletter marketing program, which
blends your message and content with ours.

First, choose your vehicle.
Capitalize on co-branding with one of our
existing specialty eletters:
••Italiano F&B: geared toward specific food and beverage
products (pictured)
••Menu It: geared toward how-to, menu
development
••Vino: coverage of wine and spirits

OR Work with us to co-create a new eletter
brand that you own.
Then choose your content level:
••Banner takeover only
Rate: $1,050 per issue

••Banner takeover + furnished content (1-2 pieces; you write)
Rate: $3,200 per issue

••Banner takeover + custom content (1 piece; we write)
Rate: $5,500 per issue
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Contact Us
Learn more about how Food News Media can help you
fulfill your foodservice marketing goals, no matter
what they might be. Contact our sales team now!

Eugene Drezner

Michael Weinreich

NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER

800-662-4834 ext. 126
Eugene@FoodnewsMedia.com

800-662-4834 ext. 156
Mike@SaporeMagazine.com

SaporeMagazine.com

